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Abstract 
 

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) integrate 

advanced computer, communication, and sensing 

technologies to provide efficient traffic management. 

Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) is an emerging 

technology and is a promising approach for ITS. 

Packet routing in VANET environments suffers from 

frequent disconnections due to high mobility and 

sparse connecting networks. In this paper, we 

investigate different routing schemes, and propose a 

series of data forwarding strategies by predicting the 

positions of neighboring and destination nodes. 

Performances of the proposed strategies are 

evaluated in a simulated city-map environment. 

 

Keywords: VANET; Data Forwarding; Position 

Prediction 

 

1   Introduction 
The Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) has 

received considerable attention in recent years, and 

the related standards and applications [1][2] are 

promoted in many countries. A VANET is a 

specialized Mobile Ad Hoc network (MANET) that 

connects vehicles and roadside facilities. The 

VANET provides both Roadside-to-Vehicle 

Communication (RVC) and Inter-Vehicle 

Communication (IVC). 

     Data packet routing plays an important role to 

enable any application in IVC. Due to the similarity 

between VANETs and MANETs, many research 

efforts study the feasibility of existing routing 

protocols in vehicular environments. The study 

shows that conventional topology-based routing 

protocols in MANETs [3][4][5] have poor 

performance in VANETs due to high node mobility 

and large-scaled environments. 

     The most acceptable way to route data packets in 

VANETs is based on greedy forwarding [6], which 

makes each forward decision per hop per packet. One 

famous forwarding strategy is GPSR [7]. GPSR 

selects a forward node that is the closest to the 

destination among the neighboring nodes of the 

current forward node. 
     Different approaches have been proposed to 

improve the performance of GPSR. Lots of them rely 

on street-aware information to decide next forward 

nodes. In this paper, we propose a series of 

forwarding strategies without using any existing 

street-aware information. Moreover, we propose a 

history-based method in conjunction with a junction 

detection algorithm on the maintenance of vehicle 

motion vectors. 

     The remainder of this paper is organized as 

follows. A brief survey of routing schemes in 

VANETs is given in Section 2. The proposed 

forwarding strategies are presented in Section 3. We 

evaluate the performance in Section 4, and draw 

conclusions in Section 5. 

 

2   Related Work 
The performance of a geographical forwarding 

strategy is influenced by the selections of next 

forward nodes. In PDGR [8], the next forward node 

should be close to and moving toward the destination. 

In GPCR [9], a node that is located in the area of a 

junction is more preferable to be the next forward 

node. In MOPR [10], an additional requirement for 

increasing connection stability has to be satisfied, 

which the next forward node should be within the 

transmission range of the current forward node after a 

short time period. 

     Another forwarding strategy called trajectory 

forwarding where the entire forward path is specified 

by a trajectory. A trajectory (or called anchor path) is 

simply recorded by a sequence of geographical 

positions (or called anchor points). Strategies such as 

GSR [11] and VVR [12] select the shortest street path 

as the forward trajectory. In GyTAR [13], data 

forwarding is along a street path with the highest 

traffic density. VADD [14] selects a street path with 

the shortest forward delay. In GVGrid [15], the entire 

geographical area is logically divided into regular 

grids, and a forward trajectory is recorded by grid 

identifier numbers. CAR [16] occasionally forwards 

packets to road-side units for reducing packet loss 

over mobile nodes. In another CAR protocol [17], a 

route request packet is flooded into the network, and 
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Figure. 1. Flow of proposed data forwarding. 

 

the shortest route to the destination is recorded into a 

sequence of anchor points. 

     Forwarding based approaches have to deal with 

the cases when there is no any suitable next forward 

node (local maximal or network hole problem). In 

GPSR, the forwarding phase tunes into perimeter 

mode to detour round any network hole. In vehicular 

environments, making a detour might take long hops. 

An alternative approach is based on carry and 

forward [18]. When a current forward node could not 

find a suitable next forward node, this node buffers 

packets until encountering a suitable one. 

 

3   Forwarding Strategies 
We design a series of forwarding strategies that aim 

to improve the conventional GPSR scheme without 

using any existing street-aware information. The 

carry and forward mechanism is adopted to deal with 

local maximal problems. Any our proposed strategy 

follows the same processing flow as shown in Figure. 

1. 

     A node when receiving a data packet not destined 

to the node itself would select one suitable next 

forward node from its one-hop neighboring nodes 

according to a certain selection criterion. If no any 

suitable node can be found, this node enters carry and 

forward mode and would examine each neighboring 

node newly met. A buffer time out event would abort 

the current data forwarding. To avoid a long forward 

path, a maximal forward hop is set as well. Besides, 

each node in the network should record the packets 

that have been forwarded recently. Any redundant 

packet will be dropped to prevent a loop forward 

path. 

 

3.1 Position Prediction Forwarding 
Our design strategies rely on the motion and position 

vectors reported by each node (or vehicle) in the 

network. Each node has to periodically report its 

current motion and position vectors to all other nodes 

in the neighborhood (one-hop area) by broadcasting a 

beacon message and to a location server by 

unicasting an update message. We assume that there 

is another overlay network such as the 3G or 

WiMAX system covering the whole VANET 

environment. The location update to the location 

server is via the overlay network and brings no extra 

traffic on the VANET. 

All motion related vectors are associated with 

timestamp information. A node maintains a neighbor 

table which records the current status (e.g., motion 

and position vectors) of its one-hop neighboring node 

by listening to beacon messages. A neighboring node 

is removed from the neighbor table if its hello 

message is not received with successive twice. A 

node when needing to know the location of the other 

node can issue a location query to the location server. 

Each node would also maintain a forwarding table for 

checking any redundant packets. 

During data forwarding, the source would 

periodically query the position and motion vectors of 

the destination to the location server. These acquired 

vectors with their associated timestamp information 

are piggybacked with each sending packet by the 

source. The following notations are used in the 

subsequent discussion: 

 , v I T : motion vector of node I at time T. 

 , p I T : position vector of node I at time T. 

1 2p p : distance between two position vectors 
1p  

and 
2p . 

 , a b : angle between two vectors a  and b . 

D(I1, I2, T): distance between two nodes I1 and I2 at 

time T.  

R(I): transmission range of node I.
 

The location of a node and the distance between 

two nodes can be predicted as (1) and (2) by referring 

to the reported vector information with timestamp Tr. 

          , , , ( )r r rp I T p I T v I T T T                      (1) 

          1 2 1 2, , , ,D I I T p I T p I T                           (2) 

     First, we introduce the proposed basic position 

prediction forwarding strategy (PP strategy). The 

procedure PP_Strategy(cur_fwd, dest) illustrates the 

forwarding process executed at a current forward  
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Figure. 2. Node selection using PP. 

 

node cur_fwd. The selection criterion on the next 

forward node is represented in (3). 
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    The current forward node predicates the location 

of each neighboring node in the neighborhood and 

the location of the destination at time Tc +t, where 

Tc is the current time and t (1 sec in our setting) is a 

system-defined short duration. The reported vectors 

about a neighboring node and the destination are 

respectively retrieved from the neighbor table and the 

received data packet. We select a neighboring node 

as the next forward node that is most close to the 

destination, and is closer to the destination than the 

current forward node, and is still within the 

transmission range of the current forward node after 

t. 

PP_Strategy (cur_fwd, dest) 

cur_fwd: current forward node; 

next_fwd: next forward node; 

dest: destination node; 

If (cur_fwd == dest), accept the packet and end the 

process. 

If the maximal hop is reached, drop the packet. 

Else, 

    If there is no any node in the neighborhood,  

        CF_mode: cur_fwd buffers packets and enters   

                          carry and forward mode. 

        If the buffer time is expired, buffered packets  

            are dropped. 

    Else, 

         cur_fwd selects a neighboring node that  

         satisfies condition (1) as next_fwd. 

         If there exists such a node, set this node as  

             next_fwd; 

         Else, goto CF_mode; 

     Figure. 2 shows an example of using the PP 

strategy, where node S is the current forward node 

and node D is the destination. In this example, node B  

is selected as the next forward node. When there is no 

any neighboring node whose future position after  
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Figure. 3. Node selection using PPhybrid. 

 

time t is within the transmission range of the current 

forward node, PP would enter carry and forward 

mode. The carry and forward mechanism decreases 

the chance of a data packet to be dropped, but it 

increases end-to-end delay as will be shown in our 

experimental results. 

     To prevent frequently entering carry and forward 

mode, we relax the criterion on forward node 

selection. The following introduces three extended 

strategies: PPhybrid, PPgreedy and PPdensity. These 

strategies follow the same processing steps as 

PP_Strategy except for using a different selection 

criterion. 

     The selection criterion used in PPhybrid is 

represented in (4): 
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    The node is selected as the next forward node that 

has the largest moving distance to the destination, 

and has a larger moving distance to the destination 

than the current node and is moving toward the 

destination. Therefore, PPhybrid prefers selecting a 

quick moving node to the destination and its moving 

course faces the destination. 

     Figure. 3 shows a selection example where both 

nodes A and B violate the third predicate of criterion 

(3). According to criterion (4), node B is selected as 

the next forward node and node A fails the angle test 

(i.e., diverge from the course to the destination). Here, 

A is the angle between the motion vector of node A 

and the relative position vector from node A to node 

D. Node S starts forwarding a data packet to node B 

after the selection and would abort the forwarding as 

soon as node B is out of the communication range of 

node S. Once the forwarding is aborted, node S enters 

carry and forward mode. 

The selection criterion used in PPgreedy is 

represented in (5). 
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Figure. 4. Node selection using PPgreedy. 
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           (5) 

     We select the node to be the next forward node 

that is the closest to the destination, and is closer to 

the destination than the current node, and is moving 

toward the destination. This criterion is similar to that 

used in the traditional GPRS strategy except for the 

additional angle test. Note that the distance test is 

based on current positions but not future positions. 

Figure. 4 shows a selection example, where node B is 

selected as the next forward node and node A fails the 

angle test. 

     Forwarding along street paths can naturally avoid 

obstacles like roadside buildings and can find more 

cars to be the candidates of forward nodes. The 

problem is how to know the street orientation without 

accessing any roadmap data. Here, we use car density 

information locally observed by each vehicle and 

find the street orientation by seeking the direction 

with the highest car density. Hence, we propose a 

density-based PP strategy. 

     In PPdensity, the neighborhood space of a current 

forward node is divided into equal-sized sectors (the 

sector angle is 22.5) firstly as shown in Figure. 5. 

Then we count the number of neighboring nodes 

within each sector by examining the neighbor table 

which records the position of each neighboring node. 

Denote nsector(I) be the total number of nodes in the 

sector where node I is located and in its left and right 

immediate neighbor sectors. For the example in 

Figure. 5, nsector(B) = 1 (sector where B located) + 2 

(left immediate neighbor sector) + 2 (right immediate 

neighbor sector) = 5. 

     The selection criterion used in PPdensity is 

represented in (6). 
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     The node is selected as the next forward node that  
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Figure. 5. Node selection using PPdensity. 

 

is the most close to the destination, and is closer to 

the destination than the current forward node, and is 

located in the most dense sector. In our example of 

Figure. 5, node B is selected. 

 

3.2 Motion Vector Maintenance 
The PP-series strategies rely on the accuracy of the 

motion vector of each node. To handle any sudden 

change on movement such as changing line, a node 

should not directly report its motion vector accessed 

from GPS (Global Positioning System) to 

neighboring nodes, but the node should refer to the 

past moving behavior. Here, we use a history-based 

method to mitigate any vibration on the motion. 

     Let m denote the motion vector directly accessed 

from GPS. Mold and Mnew are the reported motion 

vectors at the last time and this time, respectively. 

Mnew can be computed by (7) using a weighted 

average of the current and past values. 

      1 ,  0 1new oldM M m                          (7) 

     When a vehicle enters into a road junction, a large 

change on the motion is reasonable. Therefore, we 

increase the weight value on the current value m in 

this situation. For example, we can set parameter  to 

be 0.3 if the vehicle is located in the area of a junction 

and 0.7 otherwise. 

     A method is needed to detect that a vehicle is 

approaching a junction area if we allow using 

different  values. We examine two junction 

detection algorithms. One is proposed in GPCR [9] 

which computes the correlation coefficient with 

respect to the positions of neighboring nodes by (8). 
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              (8)                                                                                       

     xi and yi indicate the location of one neighboring 

node, and x  and y  indicate the center location of 

these neighboring nodes. As shown in Figure. 6, this 

coefficient value is near 1 when vehicles are 

distributed having a shape of a stripe. A node is 

assumed in the area of a junction if the coefficient  



xy nears 1 xy is small than 1 xy nears 1 xy is small than 1  
Figure. 6. Correlation coefficient values. 

 

value is less than 0.9 in GPCR. 

     The other is to simply assume that a node is in a 

junction if the moving direction of one of its 

neighboring node is different than that of this node 

with angle larger than a certain threshold (e.g., 18). 

Of course, we need to remove the reversed lane effect 

first by excluding those vehicles with opposite 

driving direction. Since the communication range of 

a node is quite large (about 200m~300m), 

considering all neighboring nodes in the 

neighborhood would cause a false alarm on junction 

detection. For example, some of neighboring nodes 

are actually located in different junctions. Therefore, 

we will restrict those neighboring nodes with their 

distances less than a detection range (smaller than 

communication range) from a detected node. 

 

4 Performance Evaluations 
We write simulation programs in NS-2 to evaluate 

forwarding performance. The cost metrics are listed 

below: 

Average end-to-end delay: the average time for a 

packet to be forwarded from the source to the 

destination. 

Packet delivery ratio: the ratio of the number of 

packets that are successfully received by the 

destination to the number of packets that are sent by 

the source. 

Average hop count: the average number of hops for a 

packet to be forwarded from the source to the 

destination. 

Average control overhead: The average amount of 

control packets in bytes incurred in the VANET for 

each successfully received packet to the destination. 

 

4.1 Simulation Model 
Three vehicular environments are considered: city, 

urban, and rural. The street distributions are imported 

from real world maps via the TIGER database [19]. 

The vehicle mobility is modeled by GMSF [20] 

which can regulate vehicles to move along the streets. 

The parameter settings are listed in Table 1. Twenty 

communication pairs are randomly selected and each 

source node generates CBR (constant bit rate) traffic 

to the corresponding destination node for a period of 

180 s. The control packet size is protocol dependent  

Table 1. Parameter Settings. 
Parameter Value 

Simulation area 3000m  3000m 

Number of vehicles 
50 to 100, in steps of 10 (rural) 

100 to 400, in steps of 100 (urban) 

100 to 700, in steps of 100 (city) 
Number of source- 

destination pairs 
20 

Communication range 250 m 
Vehicle velocity 10 ~ 25 m/s 
CBR data rate 1 packet/s 

Packet size 512 bytes 
Beacon interval 1 s 

Location query interval 30 s 

MAC protocol 802.11p 
Maximal forward hop 60 hops 

Buffer time 60 s 
Simulation time 300 s 

 
by considering any extra data in the payload. 

 

4.2 Simulation Results 
We mainly compare the performances of our 

proposed strategies with these four protocols: 

GPSR(PM), GPSR(CF), PDGR(CF), and 

MOPR(PM), where PM (perimeter mode) and CF 

(carry and forward mode) indicate the recovery 

method from local maximal problems. 

     In the rural environment, more forwarding 

problems are encountered if the number of nodes 

becomes small. As shown in Figure. 7a, those 

strategies using CF suffer from higher end-to-end 

delay than those using PM. The moving speed of a 

vehicle is greatly slower than the propagation speed 

of a signal. Therefore, using CF would prolong the 

delay time. The delay time when using CF gets 

improved as the number of nodes increases. This is 

because the local maximal problem becomes less 

serious. Also, we found that GPSR(CF) and 

PDGR(CF) suffer from the highest delay time among 

all due to simple selection criteria on forward nodes. 

     However, using CF can largely increase the 

packet delivery ratio as the case of GPSR shown in 

Figure. 7b. Actually for the PM based strategies such 

as GPSR(PM) and MOPR(PM), lots of packets are 

dropped due to exceeding the maximal forward hop, 

since the detour path becomes very long in the rural 

environment. If there does not exist a connected path 

from a source to a destination, packets are dropped 

using PM. But packets might reach the destination 

after a long sequence of forwards using CF. 

Therefore, we can find that GPSR(CF) has a larger 

hop count than GPSR(PM) in Figure. 7c. 

     The basic PP strategy has the highest packet 

delivery ratio and suffers from a long delay time as  
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d. Average control overhead (Rural). 

Fig. 7. Evaluations under the rural environemnt. 

 

compared with other PP based ones. This is because 

that the selection criterion on forward nodes is strict 

so as to incur many times of carry and forward. When 

we relax the criterion in PPgreedy and PPhybrid, the 

delay time is decreased. PPdensity has similar 

performance with PP in this testing environment. As 

can be seen in Figures. 7a and 7b, there has a tradeoff 

between the packet delivery ratio and the end-to-end 

delay for PP-series strategies. That is, a strategy 

having a good delivery ratio has a bad end-to-end 

delay and vice verse. Generally, PP-series strategies 

outperform the other ones including GPSR, PDGR, 

and MOPR. This justifies the using of motion and 

location prediction. 

     PPdensity has a high packet delivery ratio, but the  
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Figure. 8. Evaluations under the urban environemnt. 

 

strategy incurs a large hop count as shown in Figure. 

7c. The reason is that a destination node may be not 

located in a major road with high traffic density and 

using traffic density as a direction guide would lead 

to a non-shortest path to the destination. PPgreedy 

and GPSR(CF) which use the current positions of 

nodes in the distance test on forward node selection 

both incur a long forward path. This explains the 

importance of using future trend to get a shorter path 

to the destination. 

     In Figure. 7d, we found that PM based strategies 

like GPSR(PM) and MOPR(PM) suffer from high 

control overhead due to having low packet delivery 

ratios. PP-series strategies have slightly larger 

control overhead than GPSR(CF). This is because  
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b. Packet delivery ratio (City). 
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c. Average hop count (City). 
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d. Average control overhead (City). 

Figure. 9. Evaluations under the city environemnt. 

 

that control packets in our strategies carry additional 

motion and location related information. Except for 

GPSR(CF), PP-series strategies have lower control 

overhead than the other ones. 

     The street distribution in the urban environment is 

more diverse than that in the rural one. Under the 

same 100 nodes, more communication pairs become 

disconnected in the urban environment. Hence, the 

delay time becomes higher and the packet delivery 

ratio becomes lower as shown in Figures. 8a and 8b. 

When the number of nodes increases, these situations 

get improved. We note that the packet delivery ratio 

of GPSR(CF) is degraded with larger than 200 nodes 

in Figure. 8b. The reason is that more nodes cause the 

less chance of using carry and forward, and hence 

GPSR(CF) starts performing similarly to 

GPSR(PM). 

     The probability to find a connected path from a 

source to a destination becomes large in the urban 

environment. Hence, the forwarding path found by 

using PM is similar to that found by using CF. As can 

be seen in Figure. 8c, the average hop count of 

GPSR(PM) is close to that of GPSR(CF) under 400 

nodes. The average hop count of MOPR(PM) is 

getting large significantly, because MOPR does not 

select a neighboring node that is farthest away from a 

current forward node as a next forward node. 

PPdensity suffers from a longest forward path due to 

the non-shortest path selection as explained before. 

PP-series strategies with large-sized control packets 

have lower control overhead than GPSR(CF) as 

shown in Figure. 8d. This is because our strategies 

have a significant higher delivery ratio than 

GPSR(CF). 

     In the city environment, we obtain similar results 

as in the urban environment as shown in Figures. 

9a~9d. Note that PPdensity has a competent delivery 

ratio as PP, but the strategy has a lower end-to-end 

delay in this environment. PM based strategies get 

improvement on delivery ratios under this highly 

connected environment. 

     We can get the following conclusions: For 

applications with the requirement of low packet loss 

but without regarding about delay time, PP and 

PPdensity are suitable choices. PPdensity would even 

outperform PP in city environments with lots of 

vehicles. For applications with the requirement of 

low end-to-end delay and moderate packet loss, 

PPhybrid is an appropriate choice. For applications 

with the requirement of both moderate packet loss 

and end-to-end delay, PPgreedy is a suitable choice. 

     In the above experiments, the query interval of the 

source to the location server is 30 s. In Figure. 10, we 

show that the packet delivery ratio can be increased if 

the source can more exactly know the position of the 

destination with shorter query intervals. This 

experiment is performed in the urban environment 

with 420 nodes. When the query interval is 300 s, a 

source node queries the location of a destination node 

only once during the whole experiment. 
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Figure. 10. The effect of location query intervals. 
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a. Effect on average control packet overhead. 
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b. Effect on average end-to-end delay. 
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c. Effect on packet delivery ratio. 

Figure. 11. The effect of beacon intervals. 

 

     Next, we observe the effect of the accuracy of 

neighbor information on our proposed schemes by 

changing beacon intervals. We use the same 

environment as the previous one to perform this 

experiment. When the beacon interval becomes small, 

neighbor information is frequently exchanged 

through beacon messages. Hence, the control 

overhead becomes large as shown in Figure. 11a. The 

control overhead with query interval of 1 s is lower 

than that with query interval of 30 s. The reason is 

that the control overhead is restricted to the VANET 

not including the overlay network. A longer query 

interval decreases the packet delivery ratio (or the 

number of successfully received packets) and hence 

increases the control overhead. 

     However, with a shorter beacon interval, one node 

can more understand the current location and motion 

of any of its neighboring nodes and can make more 

correct selection on the forward node. This fact 

benefits the increasing of packet delivery ratio. But 

the extreme control overhead of beacon messages 

causes serious contention on channel access so as to 

degrade the performance on packet delivery ratio and 

end-to-end delay. Consequently, we can find the 

performance tradeoff with different beacon intervals  
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Figure. 12. Detection ratio. 

 

as shown in Figures. 11b and 11c. Our study found 

that PP with location query interval of 1 s (30 s) has 

the most efficient performance as the beacon interval 

is 0.8 s (1.0 s). 

     Finally, we evaluate two junction detection 

algorithms and the results are shown in Figure. 12. 

This experiment is performed under the same 

environment as the previous one. We observe the 

ratio (called detection ratio) of the number of 

junctions detected to the number of junctions really 

passed through by a vehicle. There have false 

detections in the experiment when the detection ratio 

> 1, and there have missed detections when the 

detection ratio < 1. 

     As can be seen, using the correlation coefficient in 

GPCR has a higher false alarm rate, particularly for 

larger detecting ranges. The reason is that the 

computing of this coefficient value is based on 

vehicles’ positions and a straight lane is supposed to 

have a stripe-shaped position distribution. However, 

without sufficient vehicles or including irrelevant 

vehicles would cause a non-recognized shape. 

     Using the variance of angles on moving directions 

has a good detection ratio (near 1), particularly for 

smaller detecting ranges. Besides, this method is less 

influenced by the number of vehicles. However, a 

false detection would easily occur when vehicles are 

in cured lanes. We found the best settings of this 

method as follows: the angle is between 17
o
~19

o
 and 

the detecting range is about 50 m. From the about 

observation, we know that junction detection has 

better to refer to the moving directions of vehicles 

instead of the positions of vehicles, and the detecting 

range should be largely smaller than the 

communication range. 

 

5 Conclusions 
Traditional wireless routing schemes could not be 

directly applied in vehicular environments due to 

some unique features such as high mobility, frequent 

disconnections, and large scaled but sparse connected 

networks. Greedy data forwarding becomes suitable 

for data delivery in this kind of environment due to 

without maintaining route paths of dynamic changes. 



     In this paper, we improve the packet delivery ratio 

of a conventional greedy forwarding strategy without 

using any existing street-aware information. The 

strategies of PP, PPgreedy, PPhybrid, and PPdensity 

are proposed, and those all are based on the position 

and motion vectors of neighboring and destination 

nodes. The performance is examined under rural, 

urban, and city environments with different street 

topologies. From the results, we know which our 

proposed strategy can be used in an appropriate time. 

We also examine two junction detection algorithms 

and find the direction-based one which has efficient 

performance. 

     In final, more realistic simulation environments 

will be conducted in the future by considering the 

shadow effect of road-side buildings. It is also 

expected that we will further study the design of 

location services in vehicular environments using 

distributed approaches and clustering technology. 
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